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DAL-ACE 
PRESIDENT? S&S 

FeEeRSPrPECT Ii VveE 
Allow we to introduce myself, I’a Jia Chaney, the new 
president of DAL-ACE. The first order of business is to 
thank those of you who voted for ae. The second order 
of business is to thank all of you who did not vote for 
me. (You can see that I have aixed emotions about the 
task before me.) fnd now for those of you who aissed 
the voting: you missed a hua-dinger (that’s a Texas 
expression that implies excitement). The vote was super 
close! In fact, the first vote was a tie. You see, 
your vote could have wade the difference (and perhaps 
changed the course of DAL-ACE history). Well, the 
voting is over and it’s time to get down to business. 

CHANGE? 
No, I don’t see the need for much change. Things will 
gc along pretty much the way they have been going. If 
you notice any significant changes, let se know, and | 
will try to find out what caused ther (the pres is the 
last to know). Some have expressed concern about the 
Newsletter (my former duty}. Sandy Gadell {my 
CO-EDITOR) and Jeff Rutherford have agreed to take the 
job of Newsletter Editors. Any change in the newsletter 
will probably be for the better. And I*11 be writing 
this coluan each month, so you will not miss out on ay 
spelling {how many so far, Sandy?). And besides, old 
editors never die, they just get re-typed (I made that 
up}. 

SERIOUS BUSINESS 
From time to time it is necessary to reaffire one of the 
basic policies of DAL-ACE. NO PIRACY'' This is not 
only a requirement for recognition by ATARI, but also a 
fir@ conviction of cur founding leaders. And oh yes, A 
FEDERAL LAW'' [tis very serious business! It has 
always been, and will continue to be, the policy of 
DAL-ACE to assist federal, or local, officials in the 
apprehension and conviction af any person violating 
public law. We have not, and will not, tolerate any 
vislation of copyright laws at any DAL-ACE meeting or 
function. 

PIRACY is one of those funny words. It has an air of 
romance and swash buckling adventure about it. And yet, 
its true meaning is a CRIME! PIRACY IS A DIRECT 
VIOLATION OF ANOTHER HUMAN BEING’S RIGHTS AS PROTECTED 
BY FEDERAL LAW. No, you say, it isa aean, old 
corporation that you are stealing from and giving to the 
humble multitudes. Let me tell you something, friend, 
corporations are PEOPLE who have put up their aoney to 
develop and distribute a product that is for our 
enjoyment. If they are unable to make a profit in this 
business, they will put their aoney elsewhere! It is 
just that sieple' I wonder, how auch of todays software 
prices are to cover the losses due to PIRACY or how auch 
is spent to prevent (hinder) PIRACY? I know of one 
software company that spent $14,880.98 for a software 
protection system (which held off the PIRATES for almost 
six months). Who paid for that? YOU did. I did. 
Anyone who wanted the software, PAID for PIRACY 
PROTECTION! (If you would like to make some REAL BIG 
MONEY, develop a software protection system that cannot 
be broken.) The PIRATE is not Stealing frore the 
corporation, or even the software author, he is stealing 
frog you and ge! 

HELP ! 
We need the help of all members! ie have, to the best 
of our collective abilities, refused any copyrighted 
material that was submitted for the club’s Disk Library. 
However, it 15 not always possible for the reviewers to 
be aware of the actual source of all submissions. ur 
biggest pitfall is in the for@ of "magazine" programs. 
Some are labeled "public domain” and soge are not. If 
you can verify that a program should not be in the Disk 
Library, PLEASE notify the Librarian iamediately' We 
need everyones help to se the Library in “600D" 

~ condition. 

BYLAWS 
At the last meeting, the club adopted the BYLAWS as 
published in the January issue of the DAL-ACE 
Newsletter. fAlso proposed were several BYLAW revisions 
iotfered hy Fred Sagor). Due to the already crowded 
meeting agenda, proper consideration of these 
amendments/revisions was postponed to a later date. At 
the February executive meeting, it was decided to 
appoint another BYLAWS committee tc incorporate these 
(and any other} revisions. In that regard, members are 
urged ta sub@it, in writing, any revisions or amendments 
to DAL-ACE BYLAWS, 9146 £. BERKELEY, RICHARDSON, TY 
75081. The format defined by Fred Sagor is highly 
recommended for member submissions. This format 
indentified the BYLAW section by number and title, the 
complete orevisied text {fof that particular 
section/paragraph), identified the text being revised, 
and presented a brief discussion of “why" the new 
wording was necessary. If possible the submission 
should include a DISK copy (use any word processor that 
generates #05 files without text compression}. Yes, a 
hand written submission will be accented. 

[t is an extremely difficult task to write a paragraph 
of text that is interpreted indenticaliy by every person 
who reads it! This is especially true of a “legal” 
document (the courts are full of disputes over contracts 
written by highly trained lawyers). In making your 
KYLAW submissions, keep in mind that this docuaent 
cannot cover every situation in minute detail. It 
Should be a “framework” that quides your officers in 
conducting the club affairs. It should allow the 
officers to conduct daily business in a tigely fashion 
with only major issues being brought before the 
membership. After you have prepared your BYLAW 
submission, have several other members read and comment 
on it. It should be clear and concise, with as little 
"legal" language as possible. Gur BYLAWS gay contain 
certain “legal“ language that has been recognized {by 
the courts) to have a particular meaning. However, it 
is my hope that the amount cf “legal” language can be 
held to a miniaue. I do not like to operate under rules 
that | need a lawyer to interpret! 

The BYLAW committee will reviewed all of the sember 
Submissions and compose a set of amendments. These 
amendments will then be reviewed by the board of 
executives. Following that review, the amendments will 
be printed and distributed to the members for their 
review. The final step of membership voting will follow 
a public announcement {in the Newsletter, a month prior 
to the date of the vote). Each member is urged to get 
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into this process early (like right now} and sake this 
effort a success. 

| CONCESSIONS 
The Coke & Snack concession that has been operated by 
the club during the meeting will be discontinued. That 
is, it will no longer be operated by the club. This 
service is being turned over to a VENDOR. The reason 
behind this action is very siaple: the club does not 
wish to become involved in the collection and reporting 
of state sales tax. In additon, the profit froe this 
operation has been minieal' Anyone wishing to provide 
this service may subait sealed bids to DAL-ACE, 914 €. 
BERKELEY, RICHARDSON, TX 75881. The bids will be 
considered by the board of executives at the April 24th 
meeting. Bids will be evaluated on the basis of the 
"service’ rendered to the aeabers (the club expects no- 
profit). "Service" to the saerbers will be evaluated on 
the basis of price and variety of goods. The selected 
Vendor will offer service from 12:88 {noon} to the end 
of the aeeting (approximately 5:98 pal. The selected 
Vendor will be expected to prepare and clean the vending 
area. The single ice machine will be under the control 
of the Vendor during the service period. & temporary 
Vendor has been appointed to serve the club until such 
time as bids can be received and reviewed, 

#*% YOUTH SIG «* 
GOOD NEWS! 

The Youth Special Interest Group is being revived! The 
executive board is very interested in getting this 
special group started again. This tise we will try a 
Slightly different approach: adult leadership. The 
board has contacted prospective leaders for this 
activity and has high hopes for the group’s revival. If 
you would like ta help in this activity, please contact 
dia Chaney (231-4482) and watch for further details in 
this coluan next month. 

MEETING SITE 
YES. we are still locking for a new aeeting site. John 
Olson (new seaber-at-large) has agreed to CHAIR’ this 
activity. The ideal site would be composed of two large 
rooas, and several adjacent, smaller roores. The large 
areas are needed for Vendors iso they can sell without 
hindering the aeeting) and the aain seeting. The sain 
seeting area should accomacdate 358 people. The sealler 
rooms are needed for S16 and class activities. This 
criteria seess to describe a “church” or “civic center’ 
building. Hotel facilities of this description would 
cost us upwards of $549 per seeting and that is too auch! 

If you can assist in this search, please contact John 
Qison (278-8814). A new facility would greatly enhance 
our club aeetings. 

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
The current seabership drive will end with the April 
meeting. The club has put up a FIRST PRIZE of a $25 
gift certificate. Various sesbers have donated books 
{computer oriented) for second and third prizes. If you 
would like to contribute to this prize list, contact 
Sandy Gadel! (68@-3128)}. AND it is not too late to get 
in on the prizes yourself! ring in the most new 
meabers and win the FIRST PRIZE! 

POWER-UP WITH ATARI! JIM CHANEY 

A LETTER FROM THE BIG GUY 
(Below is a Christeaas greeting from Jia Morgan, the 
Chief Executive Officer of Atari. This letter was down- 
down-loaded from the M.A.C.E Bulletin Board Service by 
Non Adams. Thanks Don'!) | 

“The following letter has been taken, unedited, from the 
message section by SYSOP, Ron Luks, in order to enable 
all the meabers to read it before it might scroll off 
the system. All comeents should be addressed to Mr. 
Morgan via Bill Cabeche (78687,378), preterrably using 
Section 18. 

Sec. 18 - TALK with the TRADE 
Sb: Letter from Jim Morgan 
{3-Dec-83 18:52:49 
Fa: Bill cabeche (WCI)  78907,378 
To: All 

Following 15 a message to you all from Jim Morgan, Atari 
CEQ, who has been reading all your messages regarding 
Atari... 

"For the past several aonths, you have been Atari’s 
harshest critics... and rightly 50, since you are also 
Atari’s most sophisticated users. J am impressed by 
your passion of convictions as well as your passion for 
Atari. Without getting too specific, I’d like to 
address some of the sajor issues you have been raising. 

First of all, Atari has been in financial trouble during 
most of 1983. With that position comes a need and 
responsibility to re-exasine every decision and progras 
which led to the situation. Clearly, in relation to its 
ability to design, aanufacture and distribute, Atari was 
in way over its head with a computer product line as 
inclusive as the 6@@XL, O@@XL, J400XL, 1458XLD and 148¢.. 
The company siaply didn’t have the resources to execute 
each of these as excellently as you or other customers 
would rightly expect or demand. The history of the home 
computer market seeas to ae to be the spirit of broken 
Promises -- either products which don’t live up to 
expectations, don’t arrive on tise, or both. We are 
trying to become a more reliable company which delivers 
on time a product which offers a meaningful and useful 
difference to the consumer. To do this requires walking 
before you run and that’s what we’re doing right now by 
selling the 6@@XL and 889XL while we evaluate the aost 
appropriate definition of our next entry. 

You are, a5 a group, pretty auch on the leading edge of 
computer users and I doubt whether the average consumer 
could fathom the nuances of the products you have been 
describing as ideal. At the risk of alienating you, let 
ae also say that I doubt in the short tera whether we 
will be able to offer a product that will really turn 
you on. Longer tera, however, our goal is to bring to 
the sarketplace a sicroprocessor which is as unique as 
was the YCS when it was first introduced. You aight be 
interested to know that we have foreed a group led by 
Ted Hoff and Alan Kay which is chartered to define our 
next generation of computers. 

Out of this group, we are hopeful, will come the unique 
product described above. In the aeantiae, we will have 
to keep our product line rather restricted to broadly 



Saleable products. 

Tf you’d like to input the Hoff/Kay group with any 
ideas, please send thea to Bill, who will forward thea 
to ae. 

In the meantime, we ask both for your continued support 
and interest, which ultimately are our acst valuable 
assets, 

I"}] continue to read your messages, learn from thea, 
and hopefully be able to read about a better and aore 
reliable Atari in the aonths and years ahead. 

Merry Christaas' 
» ~odie Morgan 
Chairman and CEQ, Atari, Inc.” 

P- 

arte ## COVER ART x+* 
FThis month’s cover art was taken from the Micro 
 Eklastrator disk that comes with the Koala Pad (both 
products of foala Technologies Corporation). That’s all 
-very fine, but how did we get it from the disk to the 
‘paper? Yes, that was a neat trick! The process was | 
}@ade possible by a progras supplied by the koala people. 

p tia Clarke, a DAL-ACE member, wrote the koalz people 
Pcoencerning the problea of “printing” the Koale screens. 
_ They responded with a listing of a “Converter” prograa. 
Fig typed in the programs and we were on our way to this 
p@onth’s cover’ The "Converter" takes the Koala screens 
hérom a graphics sode seven and a half to a mode eight. 
‘This 18 a rather slow process due to the fact that the 
-progra® is written in BASIC. Efforts are underway on 
etwo fronts, {{} obtaining permission from Koala to add 
nthe “Converter” program to the DAL-ACE disk library, and 
(2) converting the BASIC prograa to machine Language. 

The “Converter” program accepts a Koala screen input 
-filenase and outputs a graphics eigth screen file (43 
psectors). The final step in producing this sonth’s 
Rcover involved the EGA FONT program from XLEnt 
software. This program allows both normal and inverse 
sprinting of graphics eight screens (in addition to 
especial text options). The inverse sode was used for 
ethe cover art. 

fall three of the products (Micro Illustrator, Koala Pad, 
and MEGA FONT) are excellent and are highly recomeended 
jfor the electronic artist. 

PSubsissions for Newsletter art work ane encouraged and 
eshould be addressed to the Newsletter Editors, 914 €. 
‘Berkeley, Richardson, Tx 75681. 

DAL-ACE PAGE 4 
LANGUAGES FOR ALL OCCASIONS: 

A LOOK AT LOGO 
By JEFF RUTHERFORD 

The new ATARI LOGO cartridge may be the best 
iaplementation of L060 available on any sicrocoaputer. 
L060 is a powerful language designed to be user-friendly 
and promote good prograssing habits. LOGO was designed 
to be useful to beginners and experienced programsers 
alike. BASIC prograergers who have burned the sidnight 
oil learning how to set-up and use player-sissile 
graphics will wince with envy at the ease in which their 
LOG0 counterparts accomplish the sage task. 

L060 is not cheap, and prices range from $8@ to $184 for 
the package. So, how do you know if you will like LO60 
before you go out and plunk down $8# on it? In this 
coluan I will describe what is included in the LOGO 
package, and some of the features that the language 
supports. In future coluens I will discuss some of 
LO0605 strengths and weaknesses and develop some L060 
prograss for beginners and advanced users. I will 
hopefully help vou to gake an intelligent buying 
decision on ATARI LOGO. 

The LO60 package froe ATARI contains a L060 language 
cartridge, and two books: "ATARI LOGO - An Introduction 
To Programming", and “ATARI LOGO Reference Manual". A 
quick reference guide to L060 prigitives is also 
included. 

The LOG0 books are very good (unlike the HASIC sanuals). 
The books are conveniently sized and are spiral bound to 
fold back and jay flat on a desk. They are printed in 
two colors, and have aany sample screens and exaaples. 
The “Introduction to Programming” book is written in a 
friendly tutorial style that even includes "Bug Box" 
sections that contain debugging tips. I recommend that 
beginners and intermediate programmers work through this 
book first. It is well paced, and the exercises help 
the reader write successful prograas after only a few 
minutes. The exercises also encourage experimentation - 
the activity that keeps us interested. "Introduction to 
Programping” also presents the basics of editing, 
animation and sieple game design. The Reference Manual 
contains a complete description of all of LOGQ’s 
primitives {built-in functions). An experienced 
programmer could probably learn LOGO with this book, but 
why miss out on ali the fun? Good books are essential 
to learning a new language, and overall, I! give the 
ATARI LOGO books very high aarks. 

ATARI LOGO contains primitives for turtle graphics, word 
and list manipulation, arithaetic operations, variables, 
defining and editing procedures, flow of control and 
conditionals, and logical operations. ATARI LO60 is fun 
to use because the other prisitives for screen control, 
joystick and paddle reading, sound generation, and 
screen editing are so powerful, 

If LOGO sounds interesting to you, but you still aren’t 
sure you want to part with your 88 bucks just yet, then 
tune in next month when we will develop soae graphics 
programs and compare thea with some BASIC prograss that 
do the sage thing. Until then, keep coeputing! 



PRODUCT REVIEW 

By SAM SCOTT 

RANA 1998 DISK DRIVE 
Within the past several aonths, several disk drives have 
been announced for the Atari - computers. Asong these 
have been drives from Astra, Percom, Trax and Rana. All 
of the new disk drives offer significant improveaents 
over the Atari 818. Even Atari, recognizing the need te 
atfer an iaproved disk drive, has released the i1#5@ disk 
drive. The Atari 818 disk drive is large in size, noisy 
in operation and very limited in storage 
Capacity(approximately B8K storage formatted). Although 
86,888 characters of storage appears to be quite large, 
users rapidly discover that it does not take long to 
fill a diskette, 

Hy selection of the Rana 19#@ as a second disk-drive was 
based upon the following criteria: 

i} The need for a second disk drive, i.e. to sake 
easier copying of diskettes for backup purposes. 

2) A drive that would offer single and double 
density operation. 

3} A drive that was reasonably priced. {I aa not 
sure that any are reasonably priced.) 

4) § disk drive manufactured by an experienced 
company. 

The Rana {#88 fit all of these requiresents, and also 
affers some unique features that aake it even sore 
attractive. Rana Systems has been manufacturing disk 
drives for Apple and [8M personnal computers for over 2 
years. They are the largest manufacturer of plug 
compatible drives in the world (their claig). The 
company enjoys a very good reputation for quality and 
excellence in this field. According to their 
literature, over 2,488 aan hours were spent in the 
development of the 1#@$ disk drive for the Atari. Rana 
also offers a toll] free telephone nuaber to call if the 
user has any problems or questions about the disk drive. 

The specifications for the Rana 1988 disk drive are as 
follows: 

Dimensions: 7 inches width, 1@ inches depth and 3 
inches height(a very compact drive). 

Weight: 3 lbs. 14 o7. 

Mediua: 5.25 inch diskette 

Number of tracks: 4¢ 

Capacity: LO: 98K bytes formatted 
Hi: 136K bytes foraatted 
H2: 188K bytes forsatted 

Number of sectors per track: 
LO: 18128 bytes per sector 
Hi: 246x128 bytes per sector (i958 format) 
H2: 18%256 bytes per sector 

| ar 

The drive actor operates on 12 volt DC (supplied froa a 
transformer provided) and rotates the spindle at 288 rpa 
through a belt-drive systes. The sotor speed is 
controlled by feed-back froma tachometer inside the 
motor. The head positoning sechanise is controlled by a 
stepping motor. The read/write is a single element, 
glass bonded ferrite/ceramic head with tunnel erase 
element, 

AS you say have noted in the above, the Rana 184@ has 
three foraats for diskettes. The ’LO’ foreat aatches 
the Atari 81f, the “H1’ matches the new Atari 1854 and . 
the “H2’ format is a double density. As far as I know, 
the Rana is the only non-Atari disk drive to offer the 
cage format as the Atari 1858. The Rana is an 
intelligent disk drive, in that it will automatically 
select the correct density on.a read, as well as other 
functions. 

The controls on the front panel of the disk have sose 
very nice features and functions. From left to right 
the controls are as follows: 

1. A2 digit LED display that shows one of the 
following 

A. Current track being accessed. 
B. The current unit I.0. i.e. 1,2, etc. 
C. A display of error conditions detected by the 
drive. The drive is capable of detecting over 15 
different errors. 
). The current density aode of the drive. 

2. Power indicator. 

3. Busy indicator - indicates if the disk is in 
operation. 

4, Protect light/switch - indicates if the diskette 
is write protected. The user aay press the switch 
to prevent accidental writes to a diskette. 

3. Unit ID switch - when pressed will show the disk 
address on the LED display. 

6. Track switch ~ turns on or off the continuous 
track display on the LED display. 

7, Error switch - when pressed will display error 
codes if the drive has detected an error during 
operation, 

8. Density - when pressed will show current 
operating density on the LED. The 2 digit LED will 
display an "F" if a diskette is is being foreatted 
by DOS or under progras control. 

Because the Rana 1988 is an intelligent disk drive, the 
manufacturer was able to build in some special functions 
for the user§ these are referred to as the ’tool box’. 
With the ’tool box’ the user can do one of 7 functions 
off-line, without using his computer. The forsat 
functions allow the user to format diskettes in one of 
the 3 different formats and play Star Raiders’ while 
doing the formatting. The diagnostic built-in functions 
allow the user to check out a diskette that is suspected 
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of having bad sectors. These diagnostic functions allow 
for two types of tests, a non-destructivelread/verify) 
test that does not destroy data on the diskettte and a 
destructive (write/read/verify) test that will destroy 
data. These tests say be done in a sequential or randos 
method. The test will indicate the track, sector and 
types of errors. Also, they will display the total 
nuaber af errors that occurred. 

The Rana i6@8 is, in ay opinion, one of the best buys 
for the Atari computer enthusiasist. The drive’s 
versatility as far as supporting aultiple formats, 
compact size and quietness of operation sake it an 
extreaely coafortable unit to work with. The built-in 
"tool box’ is very helpful, particularly i¢ the user 
needs to format a box of diskettes, but would like to 
use his computer for another function at the same tine. 
The documentation included with the drive is very clear 
and concise. The only thing missing is a disk operating 
systea, but with ’MYDGS’ available froa the club for 
about $18.88, this is not really a probles. J like ay 
Rana {88 so well that I am trying to talk ay wife (the 
treasurer} into buying another one. Maybe if I told her 
the kids need a drive for their 49%... 

*#*#* DAL-ACE HONOR ROLL *#** 
It is iaportant that we take time and space to 
acknowledge the services af our volunteers. We all know 
the officers of our club and the fine job that they do 
for us. Kut, how about the volunteers? Who are they? 
What do they do? 

GARY SEWELL 
WOW! How do you thank a gan for so auch! bary has 
served as president of our organization for 3 years. 
AND STILL finds time to write articles for the 
newsletter! This time it was the "Memory Locations for 
the XL Computers" article. THANKS again for all the 
etfort, Gary, 

: SCOTT LITTEN 
Scott wrote February’s review of the N-i6@@ Hodes. Much 
THANES for a fine review, Scott. Keep up the good work! 

TRAVIS PARKER 
Travis submitted February's prograa, “Scrolling 
Message". 1 hope that 28898 dimension gave you enough 
room tor your message. Great going, Travis! Many 
Thanks, and keep on writing. 

JOHN HENSON 
John was the artist for the February Newsletter cover. 
Many THANKS, John. 

DAVE GILLEN 
Dave is one of our “steady” contributors to the 
Newsletter. Last month it was the fine, FORTH article, 
"Unice Box Goodies In Forth". Many THANKS, Dave! 

. . TABITHA SEWELL 
Tabitha is our chief salesperson for the club, disk 
library. Her efforts keep a steady cash flow headed 
into the club treasury! Keep up the great work, Tabitha! 

Let the Editors know about other volunteers for next 
month’s HONOR ROLL' Sorry if I @issed you in this one, 
catch you next sonth! 

URGENT MESSAGE TO ALL 
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE USERS 

IF YOU HAVE EVER EVEN REMOTELY CONSIDERED THE 
POSSIBILITY OF QUIETLY DUPLICATING AND SHARING YOUR OWN 

SOFTWARE WITHIN YOUR OWN ESTABLISHMENT, THIS ARTICLE 

CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR YOU! 

Lotus Developaent Corporation has filed a $18-million 
software-piracy suit in U.S. District Court in Boston. 
According to an article in INFOROPLD (March 5, 1984, 
page 16) Lotus has accused Rixon of distributing 13 
unauthorized copies of Lotus 1-2-3 to its U.S. branch 
offices. 

Apparently this is the first time a piracy suit has been 
filed against a firm which copied software for internal 
use, with no intent to aake a profit. Observers believe 
that Lotus is eaking a test case of this lawsuit and is 
using Rixon as an exagple. 

Rixon is a subsidiary of Sangamo Weston, a sajor 
data-comsunications company that a@anufactures sodeas, 
multiplexers and other products for sinicomputers and 
gainframe computers. 

The INFQWORL) article quotes Lotus president Mitchell 
Kapor as follows: “Software piracy is the theft of 
intellectual property. The entire software industry has 
been beset by piracy, and the problem has increased 
during the last year. Hy pursuing those who violate cur 
licensing agreement and copyright laws, we hope to set a. 
trend that will be followed by other software vendors." 

The Lotus attorney stated that software does not have to 
be sold for profit in order to be in violation of the 
law -- aerely copying it is illegal. He said that you 
can get up to $54,888 per infringement, and each time 
the program is used it’s another infringement. 

Copying software for internal use i5 a very common 
practice, and the outcome of this case will have 
iaplications for thousands of businesses which buy only 
one software package and then make copies for many 
eaployees to use. If you happen to work ina place 
where this practice has been comeon, you @ight want to 
call this lawsuit to the attention of your employer so 
as to avoid similar probleas for your organization. 
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SYN-APPS UPDATE 
The Connector has been following with some interest the 

development of the SYN-APPS home/business applications 
software from Synapse. 

The programs have been described as “super 

user-friendly." They are designed for the traditional 

Atari owner who is getting deeper into business 

applications, as well as experienced users in this area. 

Most interesting of all, the prograss are 

intercogpatible, i.e. they share and exchange data with 
each other. Thus, as a group, they forse a total 
applications package. The prograss are named: 

Syn-Text Syn-Filet Syn-Trend 
Syn-Caic Syn-Stock Syn-Come 
Syn-Stat Syn-Tax Syn-Nail 

The straight poop on SYN-TEXT is unavailable at present, 
inforgation 

souped-up 
due to changes in design. The best 
available is that this one will be a 
AtariWriter. Nore on this one later. 

SYN-FILE+ is an adaption of the Filemanger series froa 

Synapse. This program foras the pithy core of the 

Syn-Apps programs. Coapatible with Axlon 128K semory 

expansion, 9@ coluan boards, and double density drives, 

Syn-Filet holds up to 29,808 records on up to 16 disks. 

This is forty tises more record keeping power than any 

other Atari database progras. Alpha, nuseric, 

calculated, date, table look-up, and conditional fields 

are all supported. Nainfrane style operation allows 

access to four files simultaneously. A report generator 

prints, lists and labels in any format, and provides 

page and level breaks, as well as subtotals. 

SYN-TREND is a coaprehensive graphing and forecasting 

tool, It will take data from other Syn-Apps prograas or 

VisiCalc and generate hi-res, full color line, scatter, 

bar and pie charts. Line and scatter graphs can display 

up to three factors of 18@ observations each. Bar 

graphs display up to three factors and 32 observations 

in stacked or clustered foraat. Pie charts up to 16 

slices. Graphs can be printed using a variety of 

printers. 

Additionally, automatic or sanual axis scaling, tise 

series analysis by moving averages, exponential 
saccthing, and linear regression are possible. 

‘SYN-CALC is described as a second generation spreadsheet 

program for the Atari. Nenu-driven, Syn-Calc carries 

features like individually variable coluan widths, logic 

functions, and sorting. An “on-board editor” allows the 

user to edit long, complex foraulae without retyping. 

Multiple spreedsheets can be linked for consolidation 

and roll-ups. Coapatible with 88 coluan boards and 

Axion {28K rampower. Users can generate 88 coluan 
formats and can utilize 128K of workspace, six tises 
gore than VisiCalc. 

SYN-STOCK is a stock charting and analysis prograa. 
compatible with Coapuserve and The Source. 

SYN-COMN is a fine-scrolling communications progras 
He autodial capabilities and aultiple text 
uffers, 

SYN-STAT provides a user-friendly tutorial/application 
program for statistical analysis including hypothesis 
testing, ANOVA, and non-parametric statistics. 

SYN-TAX is the Syn-Apps aid for preparing Federal Incose 
Tax foras. 

SYN-NAIL features a mini-database management progras 
aes for maintaining mailing lists and printing 
abels, 

Preliminary indications are that some of the prograes 
will be available in the late fall. 

CDAL-ACE EDITOR: Many thanks to the EDITORS of The 
Connector for this outstanding article. The reference 
to “late fall" was Fall °83. If anyone has one, or 
more, of these packages, please review it in detail and 
send it (the Review... or the software, they sound 
GREAT) to the DAL-ACE Editors. ] 
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. Any given program, when running, is obsolete. 

. Any given program costs gore and takes longer. 

3. If a program is useful, it will have to be changed. 

4, 
docuaented. 

If a progras is useless, it will have to be 

5. Any given progras will expand to fill all available 
eeaory. 

6. The value of a program is proportional to the weight 
of 

i. 

capability of the programmer who aust saintain it. 

"Murphy’s Laws" 

its output. 

Program complexity grows until it exceeds the 

Arthur Bloch 
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DAL-ACE VOLUNTEER EXPERTS 

(HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST) 
Need help with a computer question or problea? That’s 
one of our functions as a club! SHARING KNOWLEDGE And 
there is no need to wait till the next club seeting. 
Listed below are volunteers to help with siaple or 
sieply staggering probleas. If you need help, call one 
of our EXPERTS! 

Select a name from the list below. In order to somewhat 
equitably distribute the workload, we suggest that you 
select the name that is closest in the alphabet to 
yours. You will notice that each listing includes a 
letter in parentheses; (B), (1), or (A). The letter B 
indicates that the volunteer is willing to help users at 
the Reginning level. The letter I indicates help for 
users at the Interaediate level. and the letter A 
indicates Advanced help. 

Most of these people work during the day, 50 we suggest 
calling during the evening. Also, please don’t call 
after 9:88 p.m. unless you have already sade such an 
arrangement with one of the volunteers. 

DAL“ACE RESOURCE EXPERTS 
Hailey, Bill. 271-4784. (B) 
Chan, David. 495-8287. (B) 

Clarke, Tia. 968-7372. (B) 

Davis, Bo. 278-9944, (7) 

Dunayer, Adam. 686-9818. (1) 

Billen, Dave. 249-2732. (7) 

Greenlee, Rich. 267-7428. (B) 

Hafele, Harry. 348-7745, (1) 

Maxham, Mark. 231-9594, (8) 

Hullens, Dow. 272-3084. (BH). 

Newell, Wes. 423-1781. (1) 

Qradat, Cecil. 698-3195. (1). 

Parker, Travis. 848-9584. (B) 

Penn, Tandy. 274-8796. (17) 

Pennington, Jerry. 223-8132. (B) 

Rabinek, Tom. 681-2788. (1). 

Runyon, Ernie. (817) 485-8871. (1). 

Rush, deff. 661-1289. (J). 

Sadow, Phil. 644-3325, (1), 

Sagor, Fred. 424-8291. i7) 

Scott, Ron. 436-8297. (B) 

Sladecek, Joe. 274-1443. (H) 

Taylor, Frank. 242-4958. (B) 

Yerkurl, Doug. 462-8843. (A) 

Wiant, Jim. 498-4188. (1) 

Williams, Edgund. 341-9272. (1) 

Tequb, Tom. 234-1958. {B) 

(EDITORS: Please help us keep the list current by 
-phoning corrections, additions, or deletions to 80 
DAVIS, (214)278-3544, And if you would like to join the 
list, please tee! welconse. ] 

## BOOK REVIEW *«+# 
By DAVE GILLEN 

A Stocking-Stuffer That 
Didn’t Make It: 

The Atari 498/899 DiskGuide 
Although Christeas has faded from our ainds, I recently 
came across something that would have sade an excellent 
Christmas “stocking-stuffer". It is called the “Atari 
499/898 Disk6buide". Written by John Taylor and 
published by Osborne/McGraw-Hill, it retails for $7.95. 
I found my copy at faylor’s bookstore. This little 
widget is a spiral-bound reference book about the size 
af three stacked floppy disks (hence it’s name). I[t’s 
real handy to have at your side when you’re knee-deep in 
programming or debugging. 

There are a couple of sections on using DOQS (and even a 
few brief pointers on using cassettes) but sost of the 
information is about Atari BASIC. I generally prefer to 
flip through this booklet than to lug down ay scuzzy 
BASIC User’s Guide. Actually, [ usually leave the 
DiskGuide open to page 38, the Error Messages page! 

You will also find several pages devoted to useful 
meacry locations (should you wish to go tramping about), 
Lastly, there’s a convenient table {lasting 1# pages) 
that shows all the characters in the standard ATASCII 
character set. Seperate coluans show how to produce 
these characters from your Atari’s keyboard as well as 
any ASCIY equivalents. Areal boon if you work with 
non-Atari products (like Epson printers). 

My personal opinion? Well, if I haven’t already hinted 
at it, I really lJike the DiskGuide. T use it 
extensively in my work and I think no Atari prograsaer 
should be without one! 

*## ANNOUNCEMENT x 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS 

SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 1984 

HIGH-TECH ’84 
Although this UTD progras is the sage day as the DAL-ACE 
meeting, you may want to work one, or both, of the 
progrags into your schedule. 

The COMPUTER FAIR program will be presented from i to 
ape inthe Visual Arts Gallery. This progqrae will 
feature home and business computers with an emphasis on 
video graphics and audio. The progras is co-sponsored 
by the Association of Student Computer Machinery and 
Visual Arts Electronic Graphics studio. 

The VIDEO ART/DALLAS program will be presented from 7 to 
igpa in the Visual Arts Gallery. This program will 
present screenings of works by video artists in Dallas. 

Both programs are open to the public and NO addeission 
fee is required. You may call Sandra Stevens 
(Perforaing and Visual arts office) at 698-2982 for 
additional information. The UTD campus is located at 
2681 N. Floyd Road at Campbell in Ricardson. 
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DISK DRIVE MOD #2 
By RICK DETLEFSEN 

[Reprinted from the AUSTIN ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS 
(AACE) Noveaber 1983 Newsletter. 3 

Several issues ago we had a reprint of a disk drive 
write Switch article. Here’s an update... 

The current 819’s come with either a switch or photo/LED 
write sensor. The circurt and drawing below show how to 
add a switch to get your choice of Noreal, Write ALWAYS, 
or Write NEVER. The connector is the second from the 
back with two wires if using a switch, or four wires if 
using a photo/LED. fhe wire to remove is the second 
from the bottos. Press the connector catch and pull 
gently on the wire. The etal contact will NOT be 
removed, 

Parts needed will be three lengths of different wire, a 
red LED a green LED, and one single pole double throw 
center off sub miniature switch available from Radio 
Shack. 

Tack solder a red wire to the aetal connector. Solder a 
black wire to the bottom tersinal anda white wire to 
the second from bottos terminal of the FOIL side of the 
side circuit board. Tape the metal connection. On the 
front panel: Remove the logo and place near the door. 
Drill a hole to fit the switch IN THE CENTER OF THE L060 
AREA. Drill two holes to press fit the LEDS to the right 
of the switch. Install the switch. Solder the POSITIVE 
leads of the red and green LEDS to the outside tereinals 
of the switch with the red on top and green on bottos. 
BE CAREFUL, THE LEDS CAN BE EASILY BURNED OUT BY USING 
TOO MUCH HEAT. 

Solder the white wire to the switch center terainal and 
the red and black wires to the remaining lead of the 
GREEN and RED LEDS, respectively. Check for solder 
shorts and cold joints and sake any needed repairs. 

Test the drive acd before putting the cover back on. 
The switch positions are: center-write never, up-noraal, 
and down-write always. 

Write always means that the drive will write to the disk 
regardiess of the absence of presence of any notch or 
protect tab. Now you can use the back of aost disks 
without notching thea. 

If your drive needs servicng siaply remove the mod and 
put the logo back in its original place. 

This article was condensed frog one appearing in the 
L/SMACUG newsletter. It is by Gerry Stotts and was in 
part prompted by our reprint. 
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*# CP/M SOFTWARE REVIEW «+ 

by SHERI BOHNEMANN 

MUL TIPLAN 

by MICROSOFT 

In order to increase my interest in our Atari, ay 
husband purchased “Nultiplan® by Microsoft so that I 
could prepare ay staffing plans, budgets, etc. at hose. 
I have really enjoyed this package. 

MULTIPLAH is an electronic worksheet very sisilar to 
"Wisicalc". ULTIPLAN requires 2 disk drives, 64K RAM, 
an ATROG8@ and CP/M. Of the 64K rae required, {15K is 
available for spreadsheet use. 

MULTIPLAN overcomes the limitations of paper worksheets 
in that it offers you a worksheet 255 rows long and 63 
coluans wide for words, nuebers, and foraulas. 
MULTIPLAN «allows you to connect several worksheets so 
that you-can build up a chain of sheets that provide 
information to each other.  M#LTIPLAH contains a 
hierarchial command structure which allows you to aove, 
insert, or erase data; widen or shrink coluans} or 
insert or delete Space. 

There is a “HELP* command and the 498+ pages of 
documentation is great. The package is very 
user-friendly. 

MULTIPLAR also contains such features as: 
# advanced table lookup 
#up to 8 “windows” which can be set to scroll 
together or separately 
# print tise formatting 
# the ability to “lock” cells which elisinates risk 
of accidental erasure 
* sort coluans and tables of data 
# automatic recalculation 

There are {981 uses for a spreadsheet program. However, 
before you run out and purchase this package, spend a 
few dollars for a couple of books to see if AMULTIPLAH 
can fit your needs. 1 recomaend “The Power of 
Multiplan” by Robert E. Williams and "Multiplan Models 
for Business" by Henderson, Cobb & Cobb. 

Nany thanks to ay husband, Ed, for arousing ay interest 
in Atari with the purchase of this package. 
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DELTA ELECTRONICS 

DALLAS/FORT WORTH 

(817) METRO 268-4800 
205 BEDFORD EULESS RD. 

HURST, TEXAS 76053 

Hi, 

We are new in town. We have opened this store with the pledge in mind that 

we are going to provide you the best in electronics parts and 

component s/devices. 

Here are a few opening specials: 

64K Dynamic Ram 200 nsec. (Memory for IBM pc/ COCO 

and a lot of other computers )........ $5.75 Each. 

16K Static Ram 150 nsec 6116p3....... $5.75 Each. 

16K Dynamic Ram for TRS-80 , Apple II and other 

computer ( 200 nsec ) Set of 8 chips.... $12.95/Set 

Keyboard... Now you can convert your Sinclair/ 

Timex computer to a full size keyboard. How to do it 

and detailed diagrams included. 

Muffin Fans/Boxer Fans ..Cool your computer 

/ ‘a Y: 

Full Line of TTL, CMOS, and hard to find integrated circuits; many ECL, 

some DTL. Most of LSI, VLSI, MSI, SSI Integrated circuits in stock. We can 

order and handle quantity requirement(s). 

we have 10,000 plus items in stock on Capacitors, Precision Resistors, 

Transistors, Crystals, Computer Connectors, etc, etc,. and every day a lot 

more arrive from all over the U.S.A. 

_. PERSONAL CHECKS, MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED. OPEN ACCOUNTS WELCOME... 



“Fua& Games” Sala? 
GAME SPECIALS: — WAS FOR MARCH 

Se 

AE 
ATTACK AT EP-CYG-4 
SLIME 
RIVER RESCUE 
JUICE 
KICKBACK 
SERPENTINE 
STAR TREK 
TURMOIL 
CHOPLIFTER 
ALPHA SHIELD 

nates | 

UUISS00M 
Qt" 

scott Lamb’s Interactive 

#4 Wyitge Tinsel! 

space Fantasy Adventure a eee 
Jupiter Mission 1999 is Avalon Hill's Trademark Name a | i L of en 
for its Microcomputer Space Adventure Role Playing Game | e es ay 

. Lo Ore oa 
es / - a 

SPACE COWBOY i 
SPACE COWBOY is a fast paced arcade game. Escape aa 

from prison was easy compared to the run on the gauntlet 
(elevated platform), lined with robof lasers and pitfalls. The 
sole path to freedom requires the player to run the 16 sec- 
tions of a narrow platformed walkway. On the screen is wea aaah Ncsegc ow 
displayed stamina, speed, and sections of the gaunilet re- " 578-8504 
maining to pass through. Space Cowboy is available on er 
diskette for the Atari Home Computers with 48K memory. 

| Open M-T-W-F 9-6 p.m. 
Thurs. 9-7 p.m. Sat. 10-4 p.m. 

WIA KKKKKKKKKEKKK PIPPI IIIA IAAI AIA AAAS SI AAAI IAIS AISI SISISISISIAISI AIS SAA ING, 

COME MEET SCOTT LAMB (AUTHOR OF "JUPITER MISSION 1999" AND 

- "SPACE COWBOY") IN PERSON AT THE NEXT ATARI CLUB MEETING 

% 
+ 
+ 
% 
* 
% 

* MARCH 3RD!!! 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

Ry TERRY THOMAS 
(Reprinted with peraission from Jacksonville Atari 
Computer Enthusiasts, February 1984 Newsletter. ] 

HEEEEESERERELELELE REESE EERE EEE EES 
t THE TAX ADVANTAGE ¢ 
¥ y # 

# Continental Software # 
| EEEEEELEREEEEREEEEEESEEEEE EERE EES 
i thought that this would be a timely review, you have 
probably just received your W-2 and are now trying to 
decide how and when to do your taxes. Well, I purchased 
THE TAY ADVANTAGE last year and used it extensively to 
help prepare my 1849, and I imagine that the 1993 
version will be similar in foregat to last year’s, so ! 
will review the 1982 version. 

THE TAX ADVANTAGE{TTA) is designed to assist two 
different types of individuals: the person who prepares 
his own tax returns; and the person who uses the service 
of an accountant or professional tax preparer. Should 
you do your own tax return, you will find that TTA 
increases your speed, makes the work easier, and reduces 
the likelihood of error. 

It, like me, your tax return is prepared by a 
professional, you can use TTA to organize your data in 
advance, giving you an estimate of the tax before the ° 
preparer works on your return. Organizing the necessary 
information might even save you money because it saves 
the account’s tiee and allows hia to concentrate on tax- 
tax-saving advice rather than recording every detail. 

THE TAX ADVANTAGE can be used to prepare the following 
1982 Federal tax forms: Form 1849; Schedules A, 8, C, 0D, 
E, & and SES and form 4562 (the Depreciation Schedule). 
Tf you aust submit other foras as required by the IRS 
and tax laws for your special tax situation, you aust 
fill out the additional forms or schedules and then 
enter the appropiate data on the proper line in Fora 
1948 in THE TAY ADVANTAGE. 

Two disks are needed to run TTA: the PROGRAM disk (which 
is provided), anda blank floppy disk to be used as a 

DATA disk. This DATA disk is used to save the tax data 
you enter into THE TAX ADVANTAGE, and you will need a 
seperate DATA disk for each tax return you prepare. The 
PROGRAM disk has two sides, marked A and 8, Side A 
contains $05 2.45, BASIC A+ from Optimized Systeas Inc., 
the Main Menu, and the tax form printing program. Side 
H contains the tax tables, the tax fora text, and a 
special module designed to process lines that require 
multiple entries. 

THE TAY ADVANTAGE has a printer menu supporting the 
following: 

1-ATART 825 
2-EPSON MX88 
S-NEC 88238 
4-CENTRONICS 788 Series 
O-NO SETUP 
&-QTHER 

The OTHER option allows you to enter up to six Printer 
Control Codes to be sent to your printer each time you 
request anen printout. I imagine that additional 
printers will be supported in the 1983 version (the C, 
Itch PROWRITER, Epson RX8#, for example). 

After entering your tax payer information i{naee, SSN, 
address, etc.) several lines from Fore 1849 are 
displayed with the function genu displayed at the bottos 
af the screen: 

E-Enter 1-Iteaize L-Line Q-Quit 
i-Up ‘Down F-Forward R-reverse 
+-*X D-Descr. Q-Opt. T-Tax 

Several are self explanatory, Forward qaes to the next 
screen, Reverse the previous screen. Line will jusp to 
the requested line nueber. The + key adds any amount to 
a previous entry. The Q is an Override option, allows 
you to substitute a new entry while holding the original 
entry in a buffer, used in examining tax liability with 
the changed entry. The most useful of all is the T-Tax 
option. When you press T while working on Fore i944, 
the result of the tax computation will be displayed in 
the window at the bottom of the screen. The asount you 
have overpaid, or the amount you owe, will also be 
displayed - it even tells you "Your tax bracket 15 35%". 
A very iapressive feature! 

The princut is in the exact order of Fora 1#4@ and all 
the additional schedules, aaking the transfer of figures 
from prinout to the IRS forms simple. My accountant 
commented that he had seen several different tax 
programs from various clients, but that ay printout was 
the most sophisticated and the easiest to follow. 

The only complaint that I had was with the constant 
switching between the DATA disk, Side A, and Side 8. 
With only one disk drive, it is areal pain to have te 
Switch disks two or even three times ta complete one 
operation. Even with two drives, Side A and Side B are 
forever atking you to turn the disk over and hit RETURN. 
Very time consuming, 

THE TAY ADVANTAGE retails for $59.95 and is produced by: 

Continental Software Co. 
11223 South Hindry Street 

Los Angeles, California 96845 
(213) 417-8931 (Customer support) 
(213) 419-3977 (Business Office) 

In the 1982 package Continental] Software had a notice 
with the warranty card that offered to sell ae the 1983 
version at half price. It is on order and I will let 
you know if there are any major changes versus last 
year’s program. J7°}1 admit that I was very favorably 
impressed with THE TAX ADVANTAGE 1982 version, I felt it 
was well written and documented. With even the saallest 
of improvements, THE TAX ADVANTAGE will be an even 
better investment in 1984, 
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wark to be more successful at what vou do. then wou 

He pt - vouraeel? to TAKE sas Fersonmal Frofiie. 

A FEBSONGAL FPROFILE is a Scientific tool that enables vou 

to develooe a descriotive view of vour behavioral 

tancderciee im eelatian tao others. 

Tt YOU are & bUSINeSe owner. in aA management nositian ar 

an @moloyee looking for ways tO increase vour 

eaffechiveness and oproaductivity then make time to ATTENE 

eye RemMimair. 

DATE: MARCH &. 198 
DAY 3 THUR SDSY 
TIME: 7200 PM TO io;oo PPE 
SL ACE: BESTWESTERN INN ON THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF COIT 

AND LEG IN THE COWBOY ROOM. cae 
“OST: ONLY $25 = = 
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Te TOM SCHAEFER ~ 24-24 es 
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SWIMMING IN THE DEEP BLUE C 

| By HOWARD C. JOHNSON - JACG 
(This article has been reprinted with persission fro 
the HOUSTON ARARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS. J 

The Deep Blue C is an implementation of the C 
progragsing language. It consists of a compiler, 
linker, and interpreter and is offered by the ATARI 
Program Exchange as APX-28166. This ia a good, usable 
version of C. 

Program preparation is tedious because it is a copiled 
language. I am spoiled by the immediacy of BASIC; edit, 
syntax checking, and run all in one load of the progran. 
C requires four separate functions: 

1, Load an editor, and edit those program acdules: 
requiring changes. 

é, Load the compiler, and compile the changed 
aodules, 

3. Load the linker, and link all of the scdules 
comprising the prograa. 

4, Load the prograa, and run it. 

These processes can be exasperatingly slow. The 
compiler runs slow, but that is to be expected. The 
real aggravation coaes from loading iteas 2, 3 and 4. 
These are in nor@al Save forsat but have an address 
section after every 128 bytes which prevents fast 
loading. Clearly one’s second C program should be to 
copy and compact the compiler and linker load progrags. 

The ATARI literature recommends a full screen editor for 
C source code. This is correct, however, I have been 
able to use the ATAKI ASM/ED Cartridge as follows: | 
always edit a line nusbered version of the program, 
PROG.ED. After saving the edited copy {LIST #D:PROG.ED) 
T also PRINT it {PRINT #D:PROG.C). This strips the line 
nuabers but leaves a space before each line which 
doesn’t bother the Compiler. 

The Linker uses a control file, NAME.LNK, which lists 
all of the individual modules. The spaces that noraally 
occur after the line numbers aust be removed before 
printing NAHE.LNK, 

DQ’S and DON’T’S, 

i. Keep very few procedures ina file.  Coapiling 
is slow, don’t waste time recompiling working code. 

z. A char data type is always unsigned with values 
of 8-255. It can never be negative. 

3. The status returned after I/O is an integer, 
which, when the status would have been >= 128 is 
returned a5 negative. This means that EOF ($88) is 
equal to -136. 

4, Arithaetic in constant expressions is calculated 
at run time, instead of being evaluated by the 
compiler. J.e., for (i=831¢5/2+3#7-L5itt) will run 
Slower than for (i=@$i¢22¢it+). 
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Recommendations: This is a good iaplesentation of C. It 
produces fast running code with only the overhead of 
4989 bytes for the interpreter. It is excellent for 
anyone who wants to learn C at home. Finally, it is: 

qreat for applications that surpass BASIC but without 
the mess of writing in Assembler. 

*### PERSONAL ADS ##* 
Personal Ads are printed free of charge for any paid up 
meaber of JAL-ACE. If you have sosething to sell 
(COMPUTER ORIENTED PRODUCT) or need something for your 
system, send your "copy" to the newsletter address by 
the 15th of the aonth for publication. 

FOR SALE: 48k Newory board for the ATARI 486. Only $45. 
Call John Kennedy at 253-2883 

BUY ay 3 sonth old PERCOM AT88 Si or ATSB Ai Disk Drive. 
Any reasonable offer'' John Kennedy, 253-2883 : 

FOR SALE: SANYO MBC-id8@ CP/M Computer Systea with 
Software (Wordstar, Spellstar, Mailmerge, Datastar, 
Reportstar, Calcstar, and Sanyo Basic) with al! 
docuaentation (including Wordstar training guide) and 
printer cable (printer not included). 64K systen 
includes green screen, 8@-coluan monitor, 3" DSDD disk 
drive (built into monitor), and detached keyboard with 
Wordstar keycaps. Personal warrenty on all coaponents! 
Will sell total package for $999.98 (original price 
$2288, current list is about $1508). Call Jie Chaney at 
231-4492, 

FOR SALE: NEW QDESEY video gage aachine. Great buy! 
$58 Maybe someone you know who does not have an ATARI? 
Call John Kennedy, 253-2883 

EDITORS STAFF 
MARCH 1984 

Many THANKS to those members whe volunteered for 
Newsletter duty at the last meeting! Six people were 
used this month te review and type articles. if you 
were not called for this aonth, watch out... it aay be 
your turn next aonth {or the following month). The six 
ucky members this aonth were: 

SHERT BOHNEMANN 
Ef BOHNEMANN 
ROGER MARKLEY 
STEVE MARKLEY 
GEORGE HARTZ 
NYRON WALTERS 

Fach of these individuals donated at least 3 hours of 
their time to the newsletter this eonth. A great deal 
was accomplished, but there is more to be done! If you 
missed getting your name on the list, and you would like 
to help in this effort, contact Sandy Gadel] (488-3129) 
or Jeff Rutherford (1-727-2945). 
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ee > Bie <—— NEXT MEETING — APRIL 7, 19784 

"S16" is the acronya for “Special Interest Group”. LIONS DEN - 4@@ N FIFTH ST - GARLAND, TEXAS 
These groups are composed of mseabers having a common DIRECTIONS: From LBU (635), take the Garland Koad exit 
interest in a specialized area of the general computing north? Sarland Road will make a “right-hand* turn ‘about 
field. These specialized areas range from languages, to 3 miles north of LBJ) and cross N. FIFTH ST} turn lett 
applications and special features of the ATARI. Join in en FIFTH {going North aqgaini: the LIONS DEN will be on 
with one of the groups listed below and get sore out of the right tabout one and a half Blocks north of Garland 
your computer! Jf you would like to start a new SI6, Rd). Guests are WELCOHE!! 
send your name, phone number, and 2a description of the 
subject to dim Chaney, QAL-ACE, 916 E. Berkeley, MEETING AGENDA 
Richardson, Tx 75881. Deadline for all SIG information NOON TO 2:88 SALES (VENDORS & CLUB: 
is the {3th of the month. . y DEMONSTRATIONS 

p (oO. 9 NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTION 
=> PORTH <-— reed) yf "- NEW MERGER REGISTRATION 

The next meeting of the FORTH SIG will be held on March ¢ De gif & Se aca BUEST REGISTRATION 
8th, 7:38 P.M., in the home of Fred Sagor, {2¢% Joshua | b — | SUCTALIZING ; 
Tree Drive, Plano Tx. Fred’s phone number is 424-8291. Le cat 2:48 TO 2:58 VENDORS CLOSE AND CLEAR 
Heetings of the FORTH SIG usually consist of two parts: (D SET-UP CHAIRS FOR MEETING 

: . - . . . y { f “8 7 3 T s ay ae we? ae i 

({} an exchange of information about the FORTH computer ~ . | _ tide 10 3.8 BUSINESS REETING 
language, especially on ATARI computers, and (2) a |( 2 ip 5 ee ae 
general show-and-tell discussion about anything relating “| Oe? O86 TO 2038 GENERAL QUESTIONS 

G7 4 ns CLUE SALES 
5:38 TO 4290 TECHNICAL QUESTIONS 

CLUB SALES 
4708 TO 3248 DENONSTRATIONS 

to ATAR] computers, Yisitors are welcoae! 

—--—> BUSINESS <-- 
The BUSINESS SIG is interested in applications such as 
Word Processing, Bookkeeping, Spreadsheets, Accounting, — CLUB SALES 
and Other business applications, Call Rich Greenlee at 
267-7428 (Metro Nusber} for sore information on this SIG. VENDOR RESERVATIONS 

Vendors may reserve table space prior to the @eeting by 
—-—> EDUCATION <-- calling Jim Chaney (231-4482), Fee collections and table 

The next meeting of the EDUCATION SiG will be held the assienments will begin at 2:88, after which the vendors 
Wednesday prior to the requiar PAL-AgE Saturday meeting may begin to set up their areas. Those tables which 
at 6:38 P.M. at Software Etc., 14488 Dallas Parkway have been reserved but not yet claimed by i2:3# may be 
(across from Ewing Buick). purchased by other vendors at that time. Prepaid 

reservations will not be released. Space assignments 
——> GRAPHICS <-- will be on a “first come, first served" basis, unless 

Members interested in the GRAPHICS SIG, please contact prepaid. The current meeting facility allows for 
Sandra Stephens, 627-8493. approximately 38 vendor tables. 

=? CP sh {a= NEWSLETTER ADVERTISEMENTS 
The next meeting cf the CP/M SI6 will be held Tuesday, Personal Classified ads will be published free of charge 
MARCH Sth, at 7:38 P.M. in the home of Jim Chaney, 916 for current mesbers, Commercial rates are #33,8# per 
E, Berkeley, Richardson, Tx 7588i. di@’s phone nuaber full page iB" by 18 1/2") and $25.98 for half a page (8" 
is 231-4402. Members interested in obtaining disk horizontal by O" vertical). Commercial ads must be 
copies of the public domain software should bring a disk capera ready. The deadline for all ads is the {5th of 
‘or disks) properly formatted for their system with the month. Mail or deliver copy to DAL-ACE Newsletter, 
system tracks “installed® and containing “PIP.COM". At 916 &. Berkeley, Richardson, Texas 73@81. 
last sonth’s meeting, several disks were distributed for 
"REVIEW" at this meeting. We are finally starting a *##* DISCLAIMER x* 
"LIBRARY" of our own! The articles and advertisements contained in this 

newsletter reflect the opinion of the respective author. 
——>TELE-COMMUNICATIONS <--—- Neabers are encouraged to offer opposing opinions on any 

Contact Ernie Runyon (817)485-#871 for additional subject irelevant to computing! at any time. We will 
information on this SI6. not, knowingly, publish fraudulent or alicious 

material. The purpose of this newsletter is to present 
information for your consideration... you, the reader, 

HELEHELERESEREEEELE EEE EERE EERE EREER ERE REESE EEEEEERE are the final judge on any product or advice presented, 
niggas: pclae ll oe anec li kteh bbe eee! --EDS 

7 SUPPORT THE DAL-ACE He 

+4 NEWSLETTER ADVERTISERS it 
+4 ## 
a MANY OFFER SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR OUR MEMBERS! : 

EeaSaS 43440444 HE 
BEER EERE EEE 
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DAL—-ACE 
DALLAS ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS 

DAL-ACE is an independent, user education group 
not affiliated with ATARI, INC. This is the 
official newsletter of DAL-ACE and is intended 
for the education of its members as well as for 
the dissemination of information concerning 
ATARI computer products. 

DAL-ACE embership is $16.96 per year. This 
newsletter is written, edited, and published by 
club volunteers, Its availability and/or 
distribution may, at times, be subject to 
circumstances beyond the control of the club 
officers. Members will note that their 
meabership renewal sonth appears as the first 
three (3) letters on the address label. 

Other ATARI user groups say obtain copies of 
this newsletter on an exchange basis. 

ALL MATERIAL IN THIS NEWSLETTER MAY BE REPRINTED 
IN ANY FORM, PROVIDED THAT DAL-ACE AND THE 
AUTHOR, IF APPLICABLE, ARE GIVEN CREDIT. 
LIKEWISE, PORTIONS OF THIS NEWSLETTER ARE 
REPRINTED FROM OTHER NEWSLETTERS AND ARE SO 
NOTED. 
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